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About This Game

Rewrite history as you take control of the brutal Vikings, the devious Aztecs or the crafty Chinese in their global quest to win
the favour of the Gods!
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This bite-sized RTS is pretty fun. I do think the Chinese faction is a bit overpowered, though, but maybe I am just playing
wrong.. uhh. you harvest for money and keep creating troops while hoping for the best. That's it.. Really fun casual game. Not
wanting a hardcore match of Company of Heroes or Supreme Commander 2, but still feeling the need ofr a bit of strategy?
Look no futher, this game has it in all it's cartoony goodess.. Games are overpopulated market. Good games are hard to find in
all the noise. This game is pure hidden gem.. Messes up your hands muscle memory! There are no mouse sensitivity options and
the game randomly decides that it should be too high! Gameplay is fun. But playing for 30 minutes and getting out of my game
has caused Limbal Unbalance.. Buy it ! It worth. Initially, I didn't have very high hopes for Swords and Soldiers because it
seemed like a mobile game. Swords and Soldiers is actually a great RTS game with beautiful cartoon visuals, fun gameplay, and
quirky story-telling.. Great gameplay, simple to learn but hard to master. Achievements make the user play in different ways to
get the most out of the chosen race.. I haven't played much of this game, and I don't intend to play anymore. It feels like a port
of a phone game. It is ok, just not my kinda game.
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